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NRC RAI 8.2-14 S01

We have reviewed your response to RAI 8.2-14 and we have the following
additional questions:

(1) You have stated that detailed dynamic calculations have not been completed.
The staff requests that GEH provide their schedule for completing detailed
dynamic calculations.

(2) The staff requests that GEH provide a detailed explanation (include diagrams)
regarding how the rectifier and battery chargers will be tripped by internal means
due to excessive high bus voltage. In addition. please explain how the rectifier
and inverter trip are coordinated. Please also specify if the battery charger,
rectifier, and inverter trip devices have an adjustable setting for coordination
purposes.

(3) The staff requests that GEH explain the impact of excessive high bus voltage
on safety-related loads when fed from the regulating transformer during islanding
mode of operation.

GEH Response

GEH provides the following information in response to the reviewer questions.
The response to item (3) results in a revision to the DCD as described.

(1) The current schedule for preparation of the dynamic calculations indicates
they will be completed December, 2009 (preliminary) and December, 2011
(final), these dates however are subject to change based on project needs.

(2) The UPS is designed with certain functional requirements as needed to
protect the supplied electrical loads. The details of how this equipment performs
the required functions are specific to the equipment supplier. GEH has consulted
with a leading safety-related UPS vendor to determine how their equipment
functions as an example for the reviewer. As background, this vendor uses a
thyristor based rectifier stage and an Insolated Gate Bipolar Transistor (IGBT)
based inverter stage. For a battery charger or UPS input rectifier high DC output
voltage condition, this vendor blocks the firing pulses to the thyristor bridges and
the thyristors naturally commutate off at the next zero crossing. For an inverter
trip, the firing pulses to the IGBT bridges are blocked and the inverter output is
cut off immediately.

The safety-related battery chargers and UPS input rectifier high DC voltage trips
are coordinated such that the associated inverters do not trip on high DC input
voltage during voltage transients on the AC distribution system. The trips are
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coordinated such that the inverter high DC input voltage trip setpoint is greater
than the associated battery charger and UPS input rectifier high DC output trip
setpoints. In addition, the time delay for the inverter high DC input voltage trip is
greater than the time delay for the battery charger and UPS input rectifier high
DC output voltage trips. In this way, the high DC voltage protection is
coordinated in both magnitude and time so the battery charger and UPS input
rectifier always trip before their DC output voltage reaches the level that would
cause an inverter trip on high DC input voltage. This is a functional requirement
for the battery charger and UPS equipment; the actual trip magnitude and time
margins are a function of the vendor specific equipment design. The trip
setpoints may be coded in the UPS and battery charger firmware or may be field
adjustable depending on the vendor specific design. GEH is also addressing the
referenced setpoint coordination in response to RAI 14.3-413 (MFN 08-881,
dated November 17, 2008).

The battery chargers, Uninterruptable Power Supply (UPS) rectifiers and UPS
inverters will be tripped as designed by the equipment manufacturer. This
equipment has not been purchased so no specifics are available at this time.
GEH expects to select this equipment by December 2011; this date however is
subject to change based on project needs. The diagrams and drawings depicting
how the rectifier and battery chargers will be tripped by internal means will be
available at that time.

(3) Due to the potential for disruptive voltages and frequencies reaching the
safety related loads, the safety-related UPS bypass transformers are eliminated
from the ESBWR design. The 100% redundant UPS rectifiers and inverters
within each division negate the need for a bypass transformer as was used in
previous designs using only a single UPS rectifier and inverter. The battery
chargers and UPS will be designed to have the required fault clearing and load
inrush current capability without the need to switch to a bypass source. Each
inverter within a division can be taken out of service for maintenance without the
need to de-energize the UPS bus, however the division will be inoperable per the
Technical Specifications due to the reduced battery capacity in this configuration.
DCD Tier 1 and Tier 2 will be revised to reflect removal of the safety-related UPS
bypass transformer.

DCD Impact

DCD Tier 1, Figures 2.13.1-1 sh. 2 and 2.13.5-1, and Tier 2 Subsections
1.2.2.13.5, 8.1.1, 8.1.5.2.2.1, 8.3.1.1.2, 8.3.1.1.3, '14.2.8.1.67, 16B.3.8.4,
16B.3.8.5, 16B.3.8.6, Figures 8.1-4, 8.3-1, 8.3-3 and Table 8.3-4 will be revised
in Revision 6 as noted in the attached markup.
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are not available. The standby on-site AC power supply system is configured to provide power
to the permanent nonsafety-related buses.

Either the main generator or the normal preferred off-site power source normally energizes the
plant buses. Transfer to the on-site standby diesel generators is automatic when all other power
supplies capable of feeding the buses are not available. Should these power supplies fail, their
supply breakers trip and the standby on-site power supply (diesel generators) is automatically
signaled to start. After the standby voltage and frequency reach normal values, the standby
supply breakers close. After bus voltage is reestablished, large motor loads are sequentially
started.

On a defense-in-depth basis, the Standby On-Site AC Power Supply system can provide power
to important safety-related loads. However, these loads are powered by uninterruptible power
supplies (for AC loads) or safety-related DC power from safety-related station batteries if the
preferred power supply or the Standby On-Site AC Power Supply is not available.

1.2.2.13.5 Uninterruptible AC Power Supply

The safety-related uninterruptible power supply (UPS) provides redundant, reliable power to the
safety-related logic and control functions during normal, upset and accident conditions.

Each of the four divisions of this safety-related uninterruptible power is separate and
independent. Each division is powered from an inverter supplied from the divisional Isolation
Power Center and the safety-related DC bus. The DC bus receives its power from a divisional
battery charger and battery.

A statif' bypass switch is provided f tasifagthe UPS AC leddfeg diree~tfedff
the UPS inverter- to the iselation Power Center- throuigh a regualatinig transfermer. A mnanual
bypass switeh is provided for maintenanec purposes.

The nonsafety-related uninterruptible power supply system for the two power-distribution load
groups in the plant is supplied from the 480 V AC power center in the same group. In addition,
there is another uninterruptible power supply system used to supply the N-DCIS loads.

Two dedicated uninterruptible power supply systems supply the TSC.

1.2.2.13.6 [Deleted]

1.2.2.13.7 Communications System

The Communications System includes a plant page/party-line (PA/PL) system, the private
automatic branch telephone exchange (PABX), a sound-powered telephone system, an in-plant
radio system and the evacuation alarm and remote warning system.

1.2.2.13.8 Lighting Power Supply

The lighting systems include: the normal, standby, emergency, security and MCR emergency
lighting systems. The normal lighting system provides illumination under all normal plant
conditions, including maintenance, testing, and refueling operations. It is powered from the
nonsafety-related buses. The standby lighting system supplements the normal lighting system

1.2-61
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8. ELECTRIC POWER

8.1 INTRODUCTION

8.1.1 General

Power is supplied to the plant from two independent offsite power sources, the "Normal
Preferred" power source and the "Alternate Preferred" power source. The loss of both preferred
sources may be referred to as a Loss of Preferred Power (LOPP) or a Loss of Offsite Power
(LOOP). The terms may be used interchangeably. These power sources are designed to provide
reliable power for the plant auxiliary loads, such that any single active failure can affect only one
power source and cannot propagate to the alternate power source.

The onsite AC power system consists of safety-related and nonsafety-related power systems.
The two offsite power sources provide the normal preferred and alternate preferred AC power to
safety-related and nonsafety-related loads. In the event of total loss of offsite power sources and
loss of main generator island mode operation (main generator continues to provide AC power to
site loads upon loss of offsite power sources), two onsite independent nonsafety-related standby
diesel generators are provided to power the Plant Investment Protection (PIP) nonsafety-related
loads and safety-related loads through battery chargers; and rectifiers, or regulating transfefrmcr.
Two nonsafety-related ancillary diesel generators are capable of supplying power to the ancillary
buses when no other sources of AC power are available (see Subsection 8.3.1.1.9). There are
four independent safety-related DC divisions to provide power for the safety-related loads.

Onsite safety-related and nonsafety-related DC systems supply all the DC power requirements of
the plant.

8.1.2 Utility Power Grid and Offsite Power System Descriptions

8.1.2.1 Utility Power Grid Description

The utility power grid description is provided in Subsection 8.2. 1.

8.1.2.2 Offsite Power System Description

The offsite power system consists of the set of electrical circuits and associated equipment that
are used to interconnect the offsite transmission system with the plant main generator and the
onsite electrical power distribution system, as indicated on the one-line diagram, Figure 8.1 -1.

The system includes the switchyard and the high voltage tie lines to the high-side Motor
Operated Disconnects (MODs) of the main generator circuit breaker, the high-side MODs of the
Unit Auxiliary Transformers (UATs), and the high-side MODs of the Reserve Auxiliary
Transformers (RATs).

The offsite power system begins at the terminals on the transmission system side of the circuit
breakers that connect the switchyard to the offsite transmission systems. It ends at the
connection to the input terminals of the MODs of the UATs, RATs, and main generator circuit
breaker.

8.1-1
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Upon loss of AC power to the Isolation Power Centers, the safety-related UPS is powered by its
respective division's safety-related battery, and switching from the AC to DC source is
transparent to UPS loads. Provision is made for- automatic switching to the alterate bypass
supply, 180 VAC to 120 VAC t .ansf..mer, from its division in ease of a failure of the UPS
inverter pwrsupy The UPS normal AC power- from the inverter- is synehronized in both
fr-equency and phase with the alternate AC bypass supply, se that unfaeeeptable voltage spikes are
Ravoided in PARe Of an au~tomati transfi.F&er ifrom nmal to alternate supply.

8.1.5.2.2.2 Nonsafety-Related Uninterruptible AC Power Supply

Each load group of the nonsafety-related Uninterruptible AC Power Supply is powered through
separate and independent nonsafety-related inverters connected to the nonsafety-related DC bus
and from their 480 VAC Power Center (Figure 8.1-5). Separate nonsafety-related batteries also
power each DC bus.

Upon loss of AC power supply, the nonsafety-related UPS is powered by its respective
nonsafety-related battery, and switching from the AC to the DC source is transparent to UPS
loads. Provision is made for automatic switching to the alternate bypass supply from a 480 VAC
Power Center, in ease of a failure of the inverter power supply. The inverter normal AC power
supply is synchronized in both frequency and phase with the alternate AC bypass supply, so that
unacceptable voltage spikes are avoided in case of an automatic transfer from normal to alternate
supply. The onsite standby diesel-generators provide backup for the normal and alternate 6.9 kV
AC power sources that supply the 480 VAC power centers from the PIP buses.

8.1.5.2.3 Nonsafety-Related I&C Power Supply System

System deleted.

8.1.5.2.4 Regulatory Requirements

The following list of criteria is addressed in accordance with Table 8.1-1, which is based on
Table 8-1 of the Standard Review Plan. In general, the ESBWR is designed in accordance with
the following criteria. Any exceptions or clarifications are noted below.

General Design Criteria:

* GDC 2, "Design Bases for Protection Against Natural Phenomena"

* GDC 4, "Environmental and Dynamic Effects Design Bases"

* GDC 5, "Sharing of Structures, Systems, and Components" - The ESBWR does not
share any safety-related structure, system or component with any other unit. Therefore,
this GDC is not applicable.

0 GDC 17, "Electric Power Systems" - Safety-related DC power sources are provided to
support passive core cooling and passive containment integrity safety-related functions.
No offsite or diesel-generator-derived AC power is required for 72 hours after an
abnormal event. However, the ESBWR standard design complies with GDC 17 with
respect to two independent and separate offsite power sources and standby onsite power
sources. Subsection 3.1.2.8, "Criterion 17 - Electric Power Systems," provides ESBWR
electric power source availability requirements and conformance with Regulatory
Guide 1.93.

81-6
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Isolation Power Centers

The Isolation Power Centers are powered from the PIP nonsafety-related buses, which are
backed up by the standby diesel-generators. There are four Isolation Power Centers, one each
for Divisions 1, 2, 3 and 4. Each Isolation Power Center is double-ended and can be powered
from either of the PIP load group buses. The normal and alternate source main breakers of each
Isolation Power Center are electrically interlocked to prevent powering the Isolation Power
Center from the normal and alternate sources simultaneously. The Isolation Power Centers are
shown in Figure 8.3-1.

The Isolation Power Centers supply power to safety-related loads of their respective division.
These loads consist of the safety-related battery chargers; and rectifiers,-and- -F-eguhtifg
tas discussed in Subsections 8.3.2 and 8.3.1.1.3. In addition, there is no safety-
related lighting that operates directly from the 480 VAC in the ESBWR design. The lighting
system is discussed in Chapter 9.

Isolation power centers are protected against degraded voltage and frequency conditions by way
of voltage and frequency relays installed in each Isolation Power Center to prevent tripping of all
Isolation Power Center loads, in accordance with BTP PSB1. The four safety-related Isolation
Power Centers are located in the Seismic Category I Reactor Building in their respective
divisional areas.

Motor Control Centers

MCCs supply power to motors, control power transformers, process heaters, motor-operated
valves and other small electrically operated auxiliaries, including 480 - 208/120V and 480 -

240/120V transformers. MCCs are assigned to the same load group as the power center that
supplies their power.

8.3.1.1.3 Uninterruptible AC Power Supply System

Safety-Related Uninterruptible AC Power Supply System

Figure 8.1-4 shows the overall safety-related Uninterruptible AC Power Supply (UPS) system.
The safety-related UPS for each of the four divisions is supplied from a 480V Isolation Power
Center in the same division. The Isolation Power Centers are connected to PIP nonsafety-related
buses, which are backed by standby diesel-generators. Divisions 1, 2, 3 and 4 each have two
rectifiers, two batteries and two inverters. Each rectifier receives 480 VAC normal power from
the Isolation Power Center of that division and converts it to 250 VDC. The 480 VAC/250 VDC
rectifier and a safety-related 72-hour battery of that division supply 250 VDC power through
diodes to a common inverter with an output of 120 VAC single phase.

The safety-related UPS inverter high DC input voltage trip setpoint and time delay are greater
than the associated battery charger and UPS rectifier high DC output voltage trip setpoint and
time delay. This arrangement prevents safety-related UPS inverter trips as a result of fast
transients on the AC supply that may occur during the ESBWR islanding transient or as a result
of generator voltage regulator failures, for which protective relaying and breaker operations may
not otherwise prevent safety-related UPS inverter trips.

Power is distributed to the individual safety-related loads from associated 120 VAC distribution
panels, which supply power to the. Reactor Building and the Control Building.

8.3-4
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The plant design and circuit layout of the UPS provide physical separation of the equipment,
cabling, and instrumentation essential to plant safety. Equipment of each division of the safety-
related UPS distribution system is located in an area separated physically from the other
divisions. No provisions exist for the interconnection of the safety-related UPS buses of one
division with those of another division or nonsafety-related power. All components of safety-
related UPS AC systems are housed in Seismic Category I structures.

Refer to Subsection 8.3.1.1.5 for a discussion of physical separation and independence.

Four divisions of safety-related UPS provide 120 VAC power for the Q-DCIS loads/logic
components (reference Section 7.1 for Q-DCIS description) and other safety-related loads
requiring uninterruptible power (see Figure 8.1-4). Two divisions (1 and 2) of safety-related
power supply the RPS scram pilot valve solenoids and the same two divisions supply power to
the MSIV solenoids (see Figure 7.2-1 and Figure 8.1-4).

The four divisions of safety-related UPS are shown in Figure 8.1-4. The safety-related UPS
'buses are each supplied independently from their divisional safety-related inverters, which, in
turn, are powered from one of the independent and redundant DC buses of the same division and
from their Isolation Power Center. The divisional DC bus is powered through a battery charger
connected to its divisional Isolation Power Center, and backed by the division's safety-related
batteries. The two inverters in each safety-related division will be configured for parallel
redundant operation to allow load sharing and the equal discharge of the division's safety-related
batteries. . Static transfer. switch is provided fr each in.verter for transfefring safety rela4te
UPS AC lead from the safeaty r-elateAd inveA#rte outputs to a direct AC feed from the divisional
isolation Power- Center- thr-ough a safety related r-eg~ulating transformer- should failure of the
division's inverterS ocur. A manuial maintenanec 'transfcr- switch is provided for transfefring
safety related UPS AC leads from the safety related inverter- output to a direct AG fed firom the.
safety related divisional isolation Power: Center- through a safeaty related reguliatinig tranisformer
in orl:der to per-form inverter- maintenanee withouit rcmeving safety related UPS AC loads from
seF~c,qe

Routine maintenance can be conducted on equipment associated with the safety-related UPS
power supply. Inverters, rectifiers, and solid state switches can be inspected, serviced and tested
channel by channel without tripping the RPS logic.

UPS Components - Each of the four safety-related divisions includes the following safety-
related UPS components:

* Two solid-state UPS rectifiers, to convert 480 VAC to 250 VDC;

* Two solid-state UPS inverters, to convert 250 VDC to 120 VAC power;

* Two solid-state transfer switches to sense failure of each of the division's inverters; and

9 One manfual bypass switch for- inveter- or- r-ectifier- maintenance;-

ZPOnle 4900/1120 VAG r-egulating transformer- to supply a dir-ect AC feed dufing inverter-(s) or
r-ectifier(s) maintenance or- failufe; and

* Power distribution panel boards to provide power to all safety-related loads requiring
uninterruptible 120 VAC power.

8.3-5
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Operating Configuration - The four divisions of safety-related UPS operate independently,
providing power to all safety-related loads within their division requiring uninterruptible AC
power. The normal power source for each division's inverters is the same division's Isolation
Power Center, which provides AC power to the rectifiers. Transfer from the 480 VAC power
supply to the 250 VDC buses is done automatically and passively in case of loss of the normal
power source. Each inverter normally carries approximately 50% of the load, if one inverter
fails, 100% of the load is picked up by the remaining inverter. If both inverters in a division are
lost, the associated 120 VAC UPS bus is de-energized Transfer frem the in'eter ,to the alternate
AG. soure (pr,.vided. ,ia the. division's is.lation PAer C.e.ter. thrugh a regulating transffrmer)
is udJne mAuematteatty in ease of faiur-e of betan AiMeAivision S jinVerrer . An alarm is proviaea
in the control room tor any ot the alternate operating lineups.

Nonsafety-Related Uninterruptible Power Supply System

The nonsafety-related UPS provides reliable, uninterruptible AC power for nonsafety-related
equipment needed for continuity of power plant operation. UPS loads are divided into five load
groups (load groups A, B, C, TSC-A, and TSC-B). UPS load groups A and B each include two
solid-state inverters, two solid-state rectifiers, two solid-state transfer switches, two manual
transfer switches, and two regulating transformers with associated distribution panels
(Figure 8.1-5). UPS load group C includes one solid-state inverter, one solid-state rectifier, one
solid-state transfer switch, one manual transfer switch, and one regulating transformer with
associated distribution panels.

The normal power supply for the A and B load groups of the nonsafety-related UPS is through a
nonsafety-related 480 VAC power center fed from the A and B PIP buses, respectively. In case
of failure of the 480 VAC power supply, transfer from the 480 VAC power center to the
nonsafety-related 250 VDC bus is automatic and passive. Transfer from the normal AC power
source through the inverter to the alternate AC power source occurs by automatic static transfer
should an inverter failure occur. An alarm in the main control room sets off when an alternate
lineup of the nonsafety-related UPS occurs.

A third nonsafety-related UPS is provided to supply additional nonsafety-related loads (load
group C) that require uninterruptible power. This UPS is normally powered from 480 VAC
power centers, which receive power from the diesel-backed PIP-A bus. Should a failure of the
normal power supply occur, the alternate power supply to the UPS is from the 250 VDC bus.
During loss of normal and alternate power supply or inverter failure, loads continue to get power
from the 480 VAC DCIS double-ended (PIP-A or PIP-B) Swing Bus through the 480/480 VAC
regulating transformer, which also supplies power during maintenance of the inverter and its
associated components.

Two dedicated nonsafety-related UPS (Figure 8.1-5) are provided for the Technical Support
Center (TSC), also in a two-load group configuration. Power for each TSC nonsafety-related
UPS is normally supplied from a 480 VAC power center. In case of failure of the 480 VAC
power supply, transfer from the 480 VAC power center to the nonsafety-related 125 VDC bus is
automatic and passive. Transfer from the normal AC power source through the inverter to the
alternate AC power source occurs by automatic static transfer should an inverter failure occur.

The 480 VAC power centers, which provide power to the nonsafety-related battery chargers, are
connected to PIP nonsafety-related buses that are backed up by standby diesel-generators.
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Table 8.3-4

Safety-Related DC and UPS Nominal Component Data

a. Batteries

Two 250 VDC batteries per division, 120 valve regulated lead acid cells per battery,

6000 Ah. per battery (8 hour rate to 1.75 V/cell @77°F)

b. Charger

AC input - 480 VAC, 3-phase, 60 Hz

DC output - 250 VDC, 500 A continuous

- float voltage 2.20 V/cell @90'F or above to 2.35 V/cell @40'F or below
(temperature compensated from 2.24 V/cell @77°F)

- maximum equalizing charge voltage 2.35 V/cell @77°F

c. Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS)

i) Inverter

- 40 kVA with 250 VDC input and 120 VAC, 60 Hz output

- AC output voltage regulation of ±1% steady state

- output frequency variation within ±0.1% of nominal 60 Hz

- total harmonic distortion <5%

-- R .g.ula.ing Tr.anf.mw....Deleted)

10 k.VA 4180.120 VA, ±1.(Deleted)

Notes:

(1) See Figures 8.1-3 and 8.1-4 for the configurations of the safety-related DC and UPS
systems.
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* Proper automatic startup of the ADGs upon detection of a low temperature in the room
where the diesel generator is located;

* Proper operation of the ADGs when manually connected to their ancillary electrical bus.
The testing will include verification that voltage and frequency are maintained within
design limits when connection to the bus is made and/or interrupted. That overspeed
limits are not exceeded when the diesel generator is unloaded;

" The ADGs are tested at full load and rated power factor for a period of 24 hours. This
ensures diesel cooling and room HVAC systems perform their design functions;

" The rate of fuel consumption determined in the load testing at full load, is used to
confirm that fuel capacity of the associated day tank meets the design operational
requirement;

* The rate of fuel consumption determined in the load testing with the proper operation of
the fuel oil transfer pumps, meets the requirement for 7-day minimum storage inventory
without refueling for each ancillary diesel generator;

* Testing includes verification of the setting of the low level alarm in the day tanks and
proper operation of the fuel oil transfer pumps are consistent with the design
requirements;

" The proper function of the ADG protective devices;

* That permissive and prohibit interlocks, controls, and alarms operate in accordance with
design specifications;

* Proper operation of auxiliary systems such as those used for starting, cooling, heating,
ventilating, lubricating, and fueling the ADGs; and

" Capability of the system to allow use of the ADGs to supply power to the safety-related
120-volt Uninterruptible buses through 480/12-e step down t .... , ..... hI
Isolation Power Center buses.

14.2.8.2 General Discussion of Startup Tests

Those tests proposed and expected to comprise the startup test phase are discussed in this
subsection. For each test, a general description is provided for test purpose, test prerequisites,
test description and test acceptance criteria, where applicable.

Because additions, deletions, and changes to these discussions are expected to occur as the test
program is developed and implemented, the descriptions remain general in scope. In describing
a test, however, an attempt is made to identify those operating and safety-oriented characteristics
of the plant, which are to be explored and evaluated.

The ESBWR, because it is a natural circulation reactor, has unique characteristic during startups
and especially during the initial startup. The CRD cooling flow provides a steady supply of cold
water into the bottom of the RPV and core heat warms the upper part of the RPV (that is, there is
a designed-in tendency for temperature stratification until natural circulation is established)..
This can be overcome with the RWCU/SDC system (See Subsection 14.2.8.2.17).
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Inverters - Operating
B 3.8.4

B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

B 3.8.4 Inverters - Operating

BASES

BACKGROUND The DC to AC inverters are the preferred source of power for the
Uninterruptible 120 VAC Power during all modes of operation because of
the stability and reliability they achieve in being powered from the
associated safety-related DC sources. Uninterruptible 120 VAC Power
supplies all safety-related loads, including the Safety-Related Distributed
Control and Information System (Q-DCIS) and the control power for
safety-related systems.

Each of the four divisions of DC and Uninterruptible AC Electrical Power
includes two separate DC to AC inverters, one associated with each of
the DC Sources. Each inverter receives DC power from either the
associated safety-related rectifier or the associated 250 VDC bus that is
supported by the battery and charger. The output diodes for the battery
chargers and safety-related rectifiers isolate the output of each required
battery from an associated 480 VAC IPC bus that is de-energized or has
degraded voltage.

PoWor to the Uninterruptible 120 VAC P erA-..8 buses38 can also be Supplied
dircctly fromn the associated Isolation Power Center (112G) bus using the
safety related regulating transformner. The regulating t~aranformer
bypasses the invorter -;And both the DC--orc and the rectifier that
su1pport the inVerter. A static transfer switch on the output of eac
inRVerter will automatically energize the Unintorruptiblo 120 VAC Power
bur, from the regullating transformerF 61houl1d anR invortor failureF occur;
howA~everF this feature is no-t -A cre-0Wdite safety function that is required- forF
OPERABiLITY4 of eitheir the inverter or diStribution systemn. A manual
maintenance transfer switch on the output of the inverter is pro)Vided for
transferring the SOurc of poWer for the UnnorrFuptible 120 VAC buses
from the inVerFterF to_ the- regulating transfr~dmer for maintenance w.ithout
removing UPS AC leads frGM 6er~ice.

APPLICABLE
SAFETY
ANALYSES

The initial conditions of design basis transient and accident analyses in
Chapter 6, "Engineered Safety Features," (Ref. 1) and Chapter 15,
"Accident Analyses," (Ref. 2) assume Engineered Safety Feature (ESF)
systems are OPERABLE. The 250 VDC power system provides normal
and emergency 250 VDC power to DC to AC inverters, which are used to
provide Uninterruptible 120 VAC Power during all modes of operation.

ESBWR B 3.8.4 - 1 Rev. 6.0, mm/dd/yy
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Inverters - Operating
B 3.8.4

BASES

ACTIONS A.1

With one or both inverters inoperable on one required division, the
aSsOciated InriteFrrupt•bl AC ERlecri-al POWer Distribution bu÷ may be
poworod from the regulating transformners but the overall reliability of the
aGSociated UniR9trruFptibel AC Ele•-tri-l Power Distribution bu, i;

reduced. With ivresi n ourddvso nprbe h
Uninterruptible AC Electrical Power Distribution buses in the two
remaining required divisions are capable of supporting the minimum
safety functions necessary to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a
safe shutdown condition.

Required Action A.1 allows 24 hours to fix the inoperable inverter and
return it to service. The 24 hour limit is based upon engineering
judgment, taking into consideration the time required to repair an inverter
and the additional risk to which the plant is exposed because of the
inverter inoperability. This risk has to be balanced against the risk of an
immediate shutdown. alona with the Dotential challenoes to safety
systems that such a shutdown might entail. When the AC Vital Bus is
powered fromn the regulating transformner, it is relYing u1pon interruptible
AC ele••rica-l p•wer sources (9ffite aRd Rnsite). The urnin•t•rr4utibl
inM RteFr sour-e to the Un*interr uptible AC EletFrical P•wer D0i6tribution
busses is the preferred source for powering safet related devices

Required Action A.1 is modified by a Note stating that applicable
Conditions and Required Actions of LCO 3.8.6 must be entered with any
Uninterruptible AC Electrical Power Distribution bus de-energized. This
Note is necessary to ensure that the ACTIONS for an inoperable
Uninterruptible AC Electrical Power Distribution bus are taken if that bus
cannot be energized from either the-inverter or the safety related
regulating transformer. Otherwise, pursuant to LCO 3.0.6, these actions
would not be entered even if the AC Vital Bus were de-energized.
Therefore, the ACTIONS are modified by a Note stating that ACTIONS for
LCO 3.8.6 must be entered immediately. This ensures the Uninterruptible
AC Electrical Power Distribution bus is re-energized within 8 hours.

B.1 and B.2

When one or both inverters on two or more required divisions are
inoperable, the remaining inverters may not have the capacity to support
a safe shutdown and to mitigate an accident condition, especially if power
is lost to the supporting IPC buses. If the Required Actions for restoration
of a required inverter cannot be met within the specified Completion Time,

ESBWR B 3.8.4 - 3 Rev. 6.0, mm/dd/yy
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Inverters - Shutdown
B 3.8.5

BASES

APPLICABILITY The inverters required to be OPERABLE in MODES 5 and 6 provide
assurance that:

a. Required features to provide adequate coolant inventory makeup are
available for the irradiated fuel assemblies in the core in case of an
inadvertent draindown of the reactor vessel,

b. Required features necessary to mitigate the effects of events that can
lead to core damage during shutdown are available, and

c. Instrumentation and control capability is available for monitoring and
maintaining the unit in a cold shutdown condition or refueling
condition.

Inverter requirements for MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 are covered in
LCO 3.8.4, "Inverters - Operating."

ACTIONS A.1, A.2.1, A.2.2, A.2.3 and A.2.4

If one or more required inverters are inoperable, the remaining.
OPERABLE inverters may be capable of supporting sufficient required
feature(s) to allow continuation of CORE ALTERATIONS and/or
operations with a potential for draining the reactor vessel. By allowing the
option to declare required feature(s) associated with an inoperable
inverter inoperable, appropriate restrictions are implemented in
accordance with the affected required feature(s) of the LCOs' ACTIONS.
In many instances this option may involve undesired administrative
efforts. Therefore, the allowance for sufficiently conservative actions is
made (i.e., to suspend CORE ALTERATIONS and any activities that
could potentially result in inadvertent draining of the reactor vessel).

Suspension of these activities shall not preclude completion of actions to
establish a safe conservative condition. These actions minimize the
probability of the occurrence of postulated events. It is further required to
immediately initiate action to restore the required inverters and to
continue this action until restoration is accomplished in order to provide
the necessary inverter power to the plant safety-related systems.
The Completion Time of Immediately is consistent with the required times
for actions requiring prompt attention. The restoration of the required
inverters should be completed as quickly as possible in order to minimize

F the time the unit's safety-related systems may be without power-eo
powerod fromn a cons~tant voltage source transfoFrmor.

ESBWR B 3.8.5-3 Rev. 6.0, mm/dd/yy
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Distribution Systems - Operating
B 3.8.6

B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

B 3.8.6 Distribution Systems - Operating

BASES

BACKGROUND The DC Electrical Power Distribution system provides the normal and
emergency power to the DC to AC inverters, which are used to provide
Uninterruptible 120 VAC Power during all modes of operation.
Uninterruptible 120 VAC Power supplies all safety-related loads, including
the Safety-Related Distributed Control and Information System (Q-DCIS)
and the control power for safety-related systems. The DC and
Uninterruptible 120 VAC Electrical Power Distribution system is designed
to have sufficient capacity, independence, redundancy, and testability to
perform its safety functions, assuming a single failure, when any three of
the four divisions are available.

Each of the four divisions of DC and Uninterruptible AC Electrical Power
distribution includes two 250 VDC Electrical Power Distribution buses and
two Uninterruptible 120 VAC Power buses.

Each of the two 250 VDC Electrical Power Distribution buses in each
division is powered from an associated DC source consisting of a battery
and a battery charger that is powered from an Isolation Power Center
(IPC) bus. The output of each 250 VDC Electrical Power Distribution bus
is the safety-related and uninterruptible source of power to an associated
DC to AC inverter. A safety-related rectifier powered from the IPC bus
provides the normal source of power to the inverter. If there is loss of
power to the IPC bus or the safety-related rectifier fails, the 250 VDC
Electrical Power Distribution bus will transparently continue to supply
power to the Inverter. The Bases for Specification 3.8.1, "DC Sources -
Operating," provides a more detailed description of the DC Sources and
the 250 VDC Electrical Power Distribution buses.

Each of the two Uninterruptible 120 VAC Electrical Power buses in each
division is powered from an associated inverter. The inverter, which
receives its power from a 250 VDC Electrical Power Distribution bus as
described above, is the safety-related, uninterruptible source of power to
an associated Uninterruptible 120 VAC Electrical Power bus. A safety
rolated regulating transform~er, power-d- from the .PC bu6s, proVides RAn
altornate source of powor to- oac;rh Unintorruptiblo 120 VAC ElIectrical
Pow~er bu.A static bypass SWfitch on; the output of eac~h invertorwil
automatically er•gizo the UnO. torrupt V blo 120 VAG PoWer bus from the
rogulating transformer shou1-ld Ran invorter faRiluWre occr_3U; however this
feature is nOt Ra credited Safety function that is requireGd_ for.

ESBWR B 3.8.6 - 1 Rev. 6.0, mm/dd/yy
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Distribution Systems - Operating
B 3.8.6

BASES

BACKGROUND (continued)

OPER ABRL1124of oithoqr theq imwvottr o~r distribu ttion ystm FR mnual
bypass switch OR th6e 9o1put of th8 iVV9oVer is prGVided for transferring the
cour~e of power for the Un~interruptible 1:20 VA C bu61e8 #from the ner
to the regulating transform~er fo~r main41Mtenance Without remoVing UPS AC
loeds from, ser.c. ; The Bases for Specification 3.8.4, "Inverters -
Operating," provides a more detailed description of the inverters and the
Uninterruptible 120 VAC Electrical Power buses.

The DC and Uninterruptible AC Electrical Power Distribution buses are
listed in Table B 3.8.6-1. Two divisions (1 and 2) of safety-related power
supply the reactor protection system (RPS) scram pilot valve solenoids
and the same two divisions supply power to the main steam isolation
valve (MSIV) solenoids.

APPLICABLE
SAFETY
ANALYSES

The initial conditions of design basis transient and accident analyses in
Chapter 6, "Engineering Safety Features," (Ref. 1) and Chapter 15,
"Accident Analyses," (Ref. 2) assume ESF systems are OPERABLE. The
DC Electrical Power Distribution system provides the normal and
emergency power to the DC to AC inverters, which are used to provide
Uninterruptible 120 VAC Power during all modes of operation.
Uninterruptible 120 VAC Power supplies all safety-related loads, including
the Q-DCIS and the control power for safety-related systems.

The OPERABILITY of the DC and Uninterruptible AC Electrical Power
Distribution is consistent with the initial assumptions of the accident
analyses and is based upon meeting the design basis of the unit. This
includes maintaining OPERABILITY of three divisions of Uninterruptible
AC Electrical Power so that at least two divisions remain OPERABLE
during accident conditions in the event of:

a. An assumed loss of all offsite AC electrical power and all onsite

AC electrical power; and

b. A worst-case single failure.

The DC and Uninterruptible AC Electrical Power Distribution system
satisfies Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36(d)(2)(ii).

ESBWR B 3.8.6 - 2 Rev. 6.0, mm/dd/yy
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BASES

ACTIONS (continued)

safety-related rectifiers and, regulating trnfo•,r.... r that ar, al.. o capab l
of poWering tho roqu1irod loadS.

With one or both 250 VDC Electrical Power Distribution buses inoperable
on one required division, the two remaining required divisions of DC and
Uninterruptible AC Electrical Power have the capacity to support a safe
shutdown and to mitigate an accident condition even if power is lost to the
supporting IPC bus. Since a subsequent worst-case single failure could,
however, result in the loss of minimum necessary DC electrical
subsystems, continued power operation should not exceed 24 hours.
The 24 hour Completion Time for restoration is based upon engineering
judgment.

B.1

Condition B represents one or both Uninterruptible 120 VAC Electrical
Power buses inoperable in one required division. In this condition, the
voltage and frequency of the power being supplied to the safety-related
loads for that division, including the Q-DCIS and the control power for
safety-related systems, cannot be maintained within required limits even
when the associated IPC bus remains energized. The two remaining
divisions with OPERABLE 120 VAC Electrical Power buses still have the
capacity to support a safe shutdown and to mitigate an accident condition
even if power is lost to the supporting IPC buses. Since a subsequent
single failure could, however, result in the loss of minimum necessary
Uninterruptible 120 VAC Electrical Power buses, continued power
operation should not exceed 8 hours. The 8 hour Completion Time is
based on engineering judgment.

C.1

Condition C represents two or more required divisions with one or both
DC and Uninterruptible AC Electrical Power Distribution buses
inoperable, or the Required Action and associated Completion Time of
Condition A or Condition B is not met. When one or more DC or
Uninterruptible AC Electrical Power Distribution buses (i.e., any
combination) on two or more required divisions are inoperable, the
remaining DC Sources may not have the capacity to support a safe
shutdown and to mitigate an accident condition, especially if power is lost
to the supporting IPC buses. If the Required Actions for restoration of a
required DC or Uninterruptible AC Electrical Power Distribution bus
cannot be met within the specified Completion Time, the plant remains
vulnerable to a single failure that could impair the capability to reach safe
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